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From The Editor

Muhammad Ali Pavilion at Shubra

Muhammad Ali was born in 1769
in Kavalla, Macedonia; his ethnic
background is unknown, though he may
have been an Albanian and was certainly
Muslim. His father, Ibrahim Agha, the
commander of a small provincial military
force that was maintained by the governor
of Kavalla, died when Muhammad Ali
was a boy, and he was brought up by the
governor. At 18 he was married to one of
the governor’s relatives, as she was rich.
He became involved in the tobacco trade,
an experience that may account for his
later commercial interest.
In 1798 Egypt was occupied by the
French force under Napoleon Bonaparte.
Muhammad Ali went there as part of an
Ottoman expeditionary force to oppose
the French. With great political skills

he managed, by 1805, to be named The
“Wali”, the Ottoman Sultan’s Viceroy in
Egypt, with the rank of “Pasha”.
In 1841 Muhammad Ali succeeded in
guaranteeing for his family the hereditary
right to rule Egypt and Sudan; then he
retired from the office in 1848, and died
2nd August 1849.
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Muhammad Ali decided to build a
palace for himself away from the official
residence (The Citadel), which is why
he chose this place on the river banks at
Shubra. In order to reach the palace from
Cairo, in 1847 Muhammad Ali constructed
Shubra Street, the straightest and widest
street at that time, so that it could be a
breathing space for the people of Cairo.
The Shubra palace follows the style of a
“Garden Palace”, which was new to Egypt
at that time, but was very popular in
Turkey, similar to those on the Bosphorus
and the Dardanelles.
In the interior chambers of the palace,
designs followed varied and mixed
styles ranging from Oriental fantasy to
European luxury.
The work started on the palace in late
1808/early 1809 under the supervision
of “Zu Al-Fuqar Katkhuda”. Then in 1821
Muhammad Ali wanted to enlarge the
complex, so he used the designer of the
French ambassador “Duravitty” and the
architect “Pascal Coste”. In 1820 Shubra
Palace was the first place in Egypt to use
a modern lighting system, which was
installed by Galloway Bey (at a cost of
2500 Piastres).

Muhammad Ali built many palaces in
Cairo. One of the most beautiful is that
located in Shubra. Shubra used to be an
island in the middle of the Nile, known
as Elephant, “Elfiel” Island, then with
the silting up of the Nile mud it became
connected to the land, to become what
is now known as “Shubra” and “Rod ElFarag”.
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and decorated with trompe l’oeil scenes
of landscape, dancing Nereids, palaces
and colonnades.
The most ornate is the reception room
with its beautiful parquet floor, large
mirrors on wood-panelled walls, and
ceiling of sculpted wood, gilded and
painted in startling, fresh colours.
Some historical sources describe the
magnificent Persian carpets that covered
the floor, the silken hangings and
tapestries on the walls, the chandeliers,
and the Divans for reclining.
In 1930 some parts of the garden were
destroyed during the construction of
the Cairo-Alexandria agriculture road.
After 1952, the palace garden became the
premises of Ain Shams University Faculty
of Agriculture, and parts of the site were
turned into a farm, research laboratories
and cultivated area, used by students for
experiments.
In 1978, the SCA took over authority of
the site, but it was not until the year 2000
that they decided to start the restoration
of the palace.
The restoration was carried out in three
phases. The first was aimed at reinforcing
the foundation of the three buildings
“The Gabalaia”, which was in a very bad
condition, “The Fasqia”, and “Saqia”, and
protect them from water damage.
The second phase focused on the ceiling,
walls, floors and marble columns, then
the decorative parts of the “Fasqia”.
The third phase was devoted to the garden
which used to include several exotic plant
species.
In January 2006, Muhammad Ali’s palace
in Shubra opened its gates again 185 years
after its first official opening. The gates,
which used to welcome ambassadors
and members of the Royal family, now
welcome all lovers of art and architecture,
who will find every fantasy they can
imagine beyond these gates.

The palace originally consisted of thirteen
buildings; apart from being the resident of
Muhammad Ali, it was also a guest house
for foreign ambassadors and members of
the Royal Family. Only three buildings
remain at the site: “The Gabalaia Kiosk”,
which was used as a separate reception
area for guests; “The Fountain Kiosk” – AlSaqia – which was also used for receptions
as well as a festival area; and the well and
water wheel building.

The Pavilion
A continuous gallery six metres wide
and supported by thin marble columns
encloses a vast marble basin. Various
fountains supply the basin with water,
four lions spout a cascade of water from
each corner and twenty-four crocodiles
support the octagonal platform in the
middle, with its own splashing fountain.
The basin is only a little over a metre
deep, but it is wide enough for several
boats. The platform provided a stage for
musicians and dancers.
At the corners of the pavilion are four
rooms: a billiard room, whose table and
complete set of balls and cues were a
gift from King Louis-Philippe of France;
a small dining room; a reception room;
and a resting room, also referred to as
the room of names. All are high-ceilinged
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Secrets of the Desert
David Rohl

Upon visiting Egypt, the fifth-century-BC
Greek historian, Herodotus, described
the land of the pharaohs as the ‘Gift
of the Nile’. What he meant was that,
without the life-nurturing waters of
the great river, there would have been
no Egyptian civilisation to admire and
study. The Nile valley is a thin thread
of fertility in an otherwise parched and
desolate landscape – an oasis in the vast
expanse of the North African desert. As
a result, virtually all archaeological work
undertaken by Egyptologists in the last
two hundred years has been concentrated
in the valley itself or along its edges where
the pyramids and tombs are located. Little
attention has been paid to the far desert
regions which constitute ninety percent
of modern Egypt’s land surface.

foundation of what we identify as
pharaonic Egypt. There is little evidence
of kingship and its rituals very much
before the beginning of the 1st Dynasty;
no signs of the gradual development
of metal working, art, monumental
architecture and writing – the defining
criteria of early civilisation. Much of
what we know about the pharaohs and
their complex culture seems to come into
existence in a flash of inspiration.

We are all familiar with the jewels of
Egyptian civilisation – the Pyramids of
Giza, the Temples of Karnak and the
Valley of the Kings with its golden treasure
of Tutankhamun. You may have visited
Egypt yourself and been introduced to
many more pharaonic sites and priceless
artefacts than those I have just mentioned.
But few of these splendours from Egypt’s
fluorite tell us much about the beginnings
of Egyptian history.

So what was the mysterious and sudden
inspiration at the heart of the origins
of Egyptian civilisation? The answer,
I believe, is to be found in the Eastern
Desert which separates the Nile valley
from the Red Sea. There, in the rugged
sandstone mountains, remarkable clues
have been found. These clues come in
the form of hundreds of prehistoric
rock drawings. They depict high-prowed
reed ships and their crews. Warriors are

The origins of pharaonic civilisation have
always been shrouded in mystery. What
caused dynastic culture to burst forth in
the Nile valley within such a relatively
short period of time? It has long been
recognised that “the emergence of
pharaonic rule coincided with an entirely
unprecedented series of phenomena”
which
formed
the
recognisable
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shown dragging their vessels through the
desert. Some of the boats carry as many
as seventy-five crewmen.

into the wide mouth of the Wadi Abu
Ashayir el-Atshan. The desert surface was
hard and flat. The convoy hurtled along,
billowing clouds of dust in its wake.
Within an hour we were deep into the
complex wadi system which would be our
home for the next five days. In prehistoric
times these wadis were seasonal streams
affording travellers and local pastoralists
oases of shady refuge and life-giving
water in an otherwise inhospitable
environment.

I want to concentrate on the discovery
of this prehistoric rock art and describe
to you a typical expedition to locate
and record these amazing images from
Egypt’s most ancient past.
The expeditions into the Eastern Desert
are logistically difficult operations. They
have to be completed in a very short
time because essential supplies are soon
used up. Each survey, therefore, lasts no
longer than a week. In these short bursts
of activity we have to be highly mobile,
moving from location to location in search
of more signs of the predynastic rock art.

Over the last five thousand years the
mountains of the Eastern Desert have
become desiccated as the climate has
turned much drier. Today, an expedition
like the ones I lead need to be selfsufficient, because even the wells cut
by the pharaohs are bone dry. Hardly
surprising then that few Egyptologists
have ventured into this harsh terrain.
However, two hardy souls need mention
here because they were the first to find
what we ourselves have come all this way
to rediscover and record.

Let me tell the story of one particular
mission to give you the flavour of an
Eastern Desert Survey mission.
We set off from Edfu, heading east along
the desert road to Mersa Alam on the Red
Sea coast. Just beyond the little rock-cut
temple of Pharaoh Seti I at Kanais we left
the asphalt road and struck north-east

In March 1907 British Egyptologist,
Arthur Weigall, had visited Kanais
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sites and scores of boats. Unfortunately,
the final publication of his research was a
meager affair with very brief descriptions,
a few photographs, a set of ink drawings
and a completely inadequate map of the
site locations. It was obvious to me that his
amazing discovery needed to be properly
recorded and published for posterity. So,
in 1997, the Followers of Horus Eastern
Desert Survey came into being, set with
the task of completing the work begun by
Weigall and Winkler.
By four o’clock our convoy had travelled
eighty kilometres from the asphalt
road at Kanais. We then pitched our
tents and camped for the night on a
dune above the wadi floor. At eight
o’clock the next morning we found
ourselves at the entrance to the ‘Canyon
of the Boats’, discovered on one of our
earlier expeditions. Here, in the shade
of the sandstone cliffs are dozens of
rock-drawings
previously
unknown
to Egyptologists. Again, they depict
large high-prowed reed ships, as well
as hunting scenes, goddess-like female
figures with arms raised above their
heads and chieftains with tall-plumed
head-dresses. We have no contemporary
texts to tell us what event is being depicted
or why these extraordinary illustrations
are to be found here in the vastness of
the Eastern Desert. There are tantalising
clues to be found in the strange spells
and incantations of the Pyramid Texts
of half a millennium later which hark
back to a time of myth and legend known
to the Egyptians as the primeval age or
‘First Time’. But these prehistoric rock
drawings, now coming to light, provide
us with a real insight into the people of
this First Time. They left us their images
here in the Eastern Desert and it is up to
us to try and understand who they were
and why they were here.
Three hours of careful logging of the exact

temple. He arrived by camel and spent a
couple of nights camped in the ruins of a
Roman fortress close to Seti’s monument.
In his book Travels in the Upper Egyptian
Deserts, he mentions the discovery of
early rock-art carved on the cliffs and
boulders nearby. Weigall published a
couple of plates of ink drawings which he
had made on site. They show boats with
high prow and stern, several carrying
human figures or animals. This was the
first occasion that these amazing Eastern
Desert boats were revealed to scholars
and the wider public.
Thirty years later the German explorer,
Hans Winkler, headed off on his camel
to the Wadi Hammamat region, east of
Luxor. He too found examples of the highprowed boats scattered all over the desert
along the ancient tracks through the
mountains. Winkler spent several weeks
exploring the area and logged thirty-nine
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location by satellite GPS (Geographical
Positioning System) and recording the
details of the drawings was all the time
available before we had to strike north
once more in the direction of the black
mountains of Gebel esh-Shalul. There
we stopped for a late lunch in the narrow
gorge which, on a previous expedition,
was found to be the only route through
to the Wadi Zeidun. Whilst the team
examined and copied a short hieroglyphic
inscription pecked out on the smooth
rock-face. The readable part of the
pharaonic text simply said ‘Overseer of
the gold mines, Amenhotep’ – evidence
of an 18th Dynasty mining expedition
into the ancient gold fields which were
scattered all around here but are now
completely exhausted. Refreshed, fed
and watered, it was time to clamber
back into the four-wheel drives and head
out into the Wadi Zeidun which sweeps
round in a great arc before spilling into
the wide expanse of the Wadi el-Kash
drainage system. On we went, past herds
of wild camels and the occasional fleetfooted gazelle, sometimes at break-neck
speed over hard, flat ground, at
other times crawling (all wheels
engaged) through the soft sand
and dense shrub of the wadi bed
which snaked across our path.

dead. But they also developed an amazing
mythology surrounding the death of
the Egyptian king. The divine essence
of kingship, carried within the body of
Pharaoh, could not die – it was immortal.
So, when the mortal king passed away, his
soul began a dangerous journey through
the underworld on a great ship which took
the spirit of the deceased monarch from
his tomb, in the western desert, eastwards
towards the land of sunrise. The night sky
was somehow understood to be a giant
mirror reflecting that dark ocean of the
underworld through which the king’s
soul journeyed. As above, so below. When
it finally reached the eastern horizon the
divine essence of kingship was reborn as
the rising sun in a place called the Isle of
Flame (represented by the dawn glow).
The ship which transported the spirit of
the king and the accompanying gods was
made of reeds. In fact it was identical in
shape to the boats found on the desert
rocks which we were busy recording. It
too had upturned prow and stern and a
central cabin. Just such a giant ship (this
one made of Lebanese cedar) was found

In today’s street-lit world we have
lost all sense of the astonishing
beauty of the night sky. Only in
places such as this, hundreds
of miles from civilisation, can
you witness the true glory of the
heavenly realm. Tucked up in a
sleeping-bag your eyes are drawn
skyward to observe the majestic
march of Orion (Osiris) across the
sky, followed by the bright star
Sirius (Isis). The ancient Egyptians
believed that the stars were the
myriad transfigured souls of the
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buried in a pit beside the Great
Pyramid at Giza, waiting for
Pharaoh Khufu to undertake
his magical journey to the Isle
of Flame.
Another early morning start
before dawn enabled us to
reach the Wadi el-Kash by 8.30.
After travelling westwards for
twenty kilometres we turned
south, back in the direction
we had come but down one
wadi system further east. This
was the only way to reach Site
26. Two hours of tortuous manoeuvring
through a tangle of rocks and pristine
sand-dunes saw us into a wide wadi with a
rich vein of vegetation running down the
middle. This suggested that, in ancient
times, there may have been a spring or
perhaps even a small lake here.

prow. The chieftain wears two plumes
and carries a pear-shaped mace. These
pear-shaped maces were introduced in
the Nakkada II predynastic period, which
is an indicator as to the general time
when the high-prowed boats were being
carved in the desert.
The hidden wadi in which Site 26 and
the other rock-drawings are located is
a treasure house of prehistoric art, so
much so that we have dubbed it the
Wadi Abu Markab el-Nes – the ‘Valley
of the Boat People’. Its exact location is
known only to a few and we believe that
our expedition is the first to reach the
place since Hans Winkler discovered it
in 1937. Site 26 and the other boat people
locations so far discovered have all been
photographed, logged and described for
a catalogue entitled ‘The Followers of
Horus’, published by the Institute for the
Study of Interdisciplinary Sciences in
2000.

The main rock-face at Site 26 is covered in
extraordinary art. At the centre is a large
boat (over one metre in length) in which
stand five figures. The two tallest wear
plumes on their heads and carry bows in
their hands. Three smaller figures appear
to be children. The iconic image gives the
impression that you are standing before a
sacred family. There is no other image in
the desert quite like it.
Up and to the right of the main boat
is another smaller vessel with eleven
crewmen and a chieftain figure carrying
a throw-stick shaped like a boomerang.
He too has tall twin feathers on his head.
Another scene, on a small rock below the
main wall depicts a ‘dancing goddess’ with
raised arms standing in her boat but, this
time, her vessel is being dragged by five
figures. On the opposite side of the wadi
from Site 26 are more drawings. One is
of particular interest. It shows a chieftain
in a boat with animal’s figurehead at the

The world’s oldest maps discovered in
Egypt’s Eastern Desert
I can now reveal a stunning new discovery,
made by the Followers of Horus Eastern
Desert Survey, which throws fresh light
on the mysterious people who carved
those rock art images over 5000 years ago.
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During the most recent
survey
missions
to
the
Eastern
Desert,
my dedicated team of
recorders and researchers
have discovered that the
ancient artists were not
only drawing images of
animals, hunters and boats
but, in key locations, they
also carved maps on the
rocks, indicating the best
routes through the complex
mountainous terrain. One
‘map’ even shows the location of sacred
rock art sites and hunting grounds. But,
what is perhaps most astonishing is
the fact that these ancient map-makers
predate their nearest counterparts by
2000 years!

winter of 1936-7.
In that year Winkler had set out to explore
the Wadi Hammamat – the ancient desert
route between Qift (on the Nile just north
of Luxor) and Quseir (on the coast of the
Red Sea), returning two months later with
notebooks and acetates full of descriptions
and tracings of prehistoric art. Winkler’s
scribbled diaries, in almost illegible
German, and scores of large format
negatives taken on this trip have received
little attention since. Instead, scholars
have tended to rely upon the official
survey report, published by the EES, in
which the thirty-nine sites were briefly
described and a few of the photographs
and sketches reproduced. No doubt much
more would have been done with the
original records if it had not been for the
untimely death of the explorer during
the Second World War. Shortly after the
publication of his discoveries, Winkler
was conscripted into the German army
as Europe plunged headlong into bloody
conflict. He was killed on the Russian
front in March 1945, just weeks before the
end of hostilities. His project to search out
and record the rock art from the Eastern
Desert appeared to have died with him.

The earliest map previously known was
the so-called “Wadi Hammamat Mining
Map” on display at the Museum of
Egyptology in Turin. Painted on papyrus,
this comes from the reign of Ramesses
IV (conventionally dated to c. 1150 BC)
and shows the location of Egypt’s gold
mines in the northern part of the region
that we have been exploring. Our newly
discovered maps, on the other hand,
appear to have been carved in the same
era as the predynastic rock art, which
has been dated, on archaeological and
iconographic grounds, to some time
before the foundation of the 1st Dynasty
– that is in the fourth millennium BC.
The vital clue to the new maps discovery
had languished in the archives of the
Egypt Exploration Society, London, for
decades. This is where the diaries and
photographs of German explorer and
ethnographer Hans Winkler had ended
up following his remarkable journey by
camel into the Eastern Desert during the

It was not until the 1990s that scholars
began to take a renewed interest in
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this untapped and much neglected
area of Egyptological research. Over
the last century, most archaeological
investigations in Egypt concentrated on
the architecturally rich sites of the Nile
valley whilst the deserts received scant
attention. Now, through the work of the
Followers of Horus Eastern Desert Survey
(EDS) and other enterprising missions,
this imbalance is gradually being
redressed. Our team alone has relocated,
photographed and re-recorded most of
Winkler’s sites and, in the process, has
found seventy-five previously unknown
sites. It is certain that hundreds more
await discovery as the search continues
for Egypt’s lost desert heritage.

was simply too far to walk in the desert
heat and, unlike Herr Winkler, we had
neglected to bring any camels with us! As
part of his investigations, our researcher
decided to take a look at Winkler’s Site
17 material in the EES archive to see if
it would be worth trying to find another
way to reach the location and record what
was there.
One of the faded photographs caught his
attention. Amongst a clutter of animal
carvings, he noticed a meandering line
with several other lines branching off it.
He checked Winkler’s notes and found
the comment ‘spirals and wavy lines’. It
suddenly dawned on him that what he
had in front of him was not a crudely
drawn decorative motif but an ancient
map. Of particular significance was the
fact that the main meandering line had

And now, as a result of some clever
‘excavating’ in the Winkler archive, we
have learnt that the people who carved
the rock art were able to perceive
and illustrate their mountainous
hunting grounds from an aerial
perspective – which makes them
the first map-makers in history. The
story of this discovery shows how
important it is to re-examine the
records of earlier scholars armed
with new resources/technologies (in
this case the latest maps) and that
essential historical tool – hindsight.
An EDS researcher had gone to the
Egypt Exploration Society (EES)
in order to cross-check our recent
survey work against Winkler’s
original notes and photographs. At
that time we had not been able to
reach Site 17 in the Wadi el-Atwani
(north of the Wadi Hammamat)
because the winding gorge leading
to its location was strewn with large
boulders, making the rest of the
journey by vehicle quite impossible.
The distance to the site – another
fifteen kilometres there and back –
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two large dots on it.
The researcher took a
photocopy of the picture
and rushed home to
compare his putative
‘ancient
map’
with
the detailed modern
cartography
of
the
Wadi el-Atwani area. He
immediately saw that
the lines carved at Site 17
corresponded closely to
the main wadi systems
on the large-scale maps.
Moreover, it was surely no coincidence
that the positions of the dots matched
the GPS (satellite) co-ordinates of the two
most significant rock art locations in the
region – Sites 15 and 17. It looked like
Winkler’s ‘spirals and wavy lines’ really
were an attempt to represent the physical
topography on the ground.

to be found in studies of the post-glacial
climate of north-east Africa. Geological
and
climatological
research
has
demonstrated that in prehistoric times
Egypt boasted a much wetter climate than
in the pyramid era and later. During the
predynastic period what is now called the
Eastern Desert was teeming with wildlife.
The dry wadis we are familiar with were
once semi-fertile valleys with occasional
watering holes located at the largest rock
art sites. This landscape, which is so
inhospitable today, once sustained a rich
variety of animals migrating through
the sandstone mountains from oasis to
oasis. The prehistoric art depicts species
which are normally associated with the
Savannah regions of sub-Saharan Africa –
elephants, giraffes, wild cattle, leopards,
gazelles, ibexes, ostriches, and even water
wallowers such as the hippopotamus and
crocodile. The rock drawings also confirm
that early man exploited this rich fauna
to the full.

Other survey team members were notified
of the discovery and enthusiastically
began checking our own photographs.
As a result, we have now confirmed the
existence of at least two more meandering
lines which appear to be ancient maps,
located in widely dispersed parts of the
desert. The Wadi Abu Markab el-Nes map,
also photographed by Winkler at his Site
26, covers a large area of desert around
the majestic black peak of Gebel eshShalul – again another close fit. A third
ancient map was found on one of our own
photographs from a newly discovered site
in the Wadi Umm Salam. This last map
clearly shows the local wadi system and
an intriguing, almost circular, wadi loop
which has still to be explored and which
may contain further rock art sites.

Many of the scenes show hunters with
packs of hounds trapping and killing
their prey. The hunters carry bows,
clubs, throw-sticks and lassoes. Some
carvings show tethered animals, about
to be ritually slaughtered by plumed
figures with charged bows. This practice
continued into the historical period when

How is it possible that there was so much
activity – both animal and human – in
this parched desert region? The answer is
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Pharaoh and his priestly representatives
performed blood sacrifice in sacred rituals
designed to control the powerful forces
of nature. Our prehistoric precursors
of these ‘Master of Animals’ rites must
also have had religious significance – but
here, at this early epoch, represented in
its most primitive form. What is more,
many of the hunting scenes appear to
be shamanistic in character. The human
figures have animals’ tails attached to
their waists and wear horns or feathers on
their heads. By representing themselves
in the guise of wild bulls, leopards or
birds, the hunters wished to take on the
magical powers and strengths of the
beasts they had conquered. Again, we see
this transferred down into the religious
art of the pharaonic era when the gods
are depicted wearing tall twin plumes on
their heads and crowns consisting of solar
disks mounted between bovine horns.

The concentration of rock art at certain
sites suggests that the killing zones –
usually located in canyon bottlenecks
– were regarded as spiritual places,
regularly visited by generations of
hunters. The maps we have found seem
to have been intended to guide those
subsequent generations to their ancestral
hunting grounds. Our task will be to trace
the routes being represented to see if they
lead to further discoveries and, perhaps,
more clues to help us unlock the secrets
of these early desert hunters.
Experience has taught the expedition
leaders that the best place to look for rock
art sites is in the sandstone mountain
belt which runs north-south, midway
between the Nile and Red Sea coast. Wadi
canyons are prime locations because they
tend to have smooth rock surfaces which
were ideal canvases for the ancient artists.
These gorges were also perfect spots for
hunters who could rest under shady
overhangs or in caves whilst waiting
for their prey to migrate through the
wadis. The sandstone rocks have dark red
surfaces, tanned by the baking sun, which,
when incised, become almost white in
appearance. Carvings from the pharaonic
period, dating to around 1000 BC, look
as if they were made yesterday, but the
prehistoric carvings are much darker in
appearance since the wind-blown sand
and sun have gradually returned the
rock to its original colour. This relative
tanning or darkening of the carvings is
called ‘patina’ with light patination being
late in date and dark being early. All three
of our maps appear to be the same dark
patination which we observe for the most
ancient hunting scenes and prehistoric
boat representations and must therefore
be of the same general date. The depiction
of so many boats (hundreds found to date)
continues to be one of Egyptology’s great
mysteries.
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The newly discovered 5000-year-old maps,
compared to modern maps of the Eastern
Desert, located at (from left to right) the
Wadi el-Atwani, Wadi Abu Markab elNes and Wadi Umm Salam. It is hard to
imagine how prehistoric man was able
to achieve such accurate results. There
were, of course, no hot-air balloons to help
him float above the landscape , and he
had no access to aerial photography, yet
these complex patterns of ancient desert
topography correspond remarkably well
with our modern maps compiled using
satellite imaging systems. The maps must
have been drawn from memory by what
can only be described as ‘geographically
aware’ people who regularly used these
routes when on hunting expeditions. So
far, just three map sites have been located
but, now that we know what to look for,
more are expected to be found in the
coming years.

future Egyptological research. It holds
one of the most important keys to a better
understanding of how the pharaonic
state, with its complex kingship and
religious rituals, came into being. There
can now be little doubt that the primeval
rites portrayed in the desert rock art were
carried through into the pharaonic era
and continued in use, albeit in a much
more ceremonialised form, for another
3000 years.
What secrets might the Eastern Desert still
hold for Egyptology? Reports continue to
come in from all over the region, each new
discovery adding a crucial piece to the
jigsaw puzzle of early Egyptian origins.
The mysterious ancestors of the pharaohs
are finally beginning to communicate
through their strange and exotic art. It
has taken thousands of years for us to
return to the Egyptian wilderness where
it all began … but we have finally arrived –
and with the ancient maps to guide us.

The Eastern Desert is a crucial area for
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TREASURES OF THE
BRITISH MUSEUM

Identifying the Royal Mummies
Part 4 of Refugees for Eternity, the Royal
Mummies of Thebes

Edited by Marjorie Caygill
Published July 2009
240 pages, 300 colour illustrations
ISBN 978 0 7141 5062 8, Price £25

Author: Dylan Bickerstaffe
Publisher: Canopus Press
224pp Price £20
ISBN: 978 0 9561875 1 2,

A ‘must-have’ celebration of the highlights from
the British Museum’s world-famous collections.
The British Museum is the most magnificent
treasure-house in the world. The wealth and range
of its collections is unequalled by any other national
museum. The Rosetta Stone, the Parthenon
sculptures, Egyptian mummies, drawings by
Botticelli and Michelangelo, Assyrian reliefs, the
Lewis Chessmen and the Sutton Hoo treasure are
all to be found here.
Treasures of the British Museum reveals and
delights the reader with the intriguing stories
behind these treasures and many more. This
lavishly illustrated new edition brings the story up
to date, with chapters on important acquisitions
made by the Museum in the last fifteen years,
including the Warren Cup and the ‘Queen of the
Night’. The book tells the story of the background
to each of the Museum’s collections, who made and
used the objects, how they reached the Museum –
in short, places them in a human context.
Incorporating full colour photography throughout,
including approximately 300 celebrated images,
this beautifully redesigned book gives this classic
volume a fresh new look.
Marjorie Caygill has published numerous books
and articles about the history of the British
Museum and the collections. These include The
Story of the British Museum, The British Museum
Reading Room and The British Museum: 250 Years.

This is an excellent reference book on the identification
of the royal mummies mostly found in the ‘cache’ tombs
of Ancient Thebes. It is a highly readable and fluent
narrative, which examines the evidence critically, endorses
the identity of some mummies and questions others,
including some very high profile identifications of royal
mummies made recently on TV programmes. One such
is the mummy returned to Egypt, from the U.S.A., amidst
much publicity, as Pharaoh Ramesses I. This identification
is almost certainly wrong. The book explains why the
mistake was made and who the mummy probably is.
Also examined, questioned, and shown to be dubious, are
the much-trumpeted recent identifications of a mummy
as the female Pharaoh, Hatshepsut; and of others as the
beautiful Queen Nefertiti, and the formidable Queen Tiye:
perhaps the mother and grandmother of Tutankhamun. It
should be emphasised that recent DNA tests and CAT scans
do not in any way supersede the work in this book. DNA
can tell us how – or if – two mummies are related but even
good quality DNA does not come labelled with the person’s
name!
The book is easy to read for anyone with an interest in
the subject. Accompanying the main text, however, are
extensive Notes, references and tables, which make the book
a reference work of value to serious students. Illustrations
of virtually all of the Theban royal mummies and coffins
are provided to assist in understanding. As is revealed in
the title, this volume is only the first of four concerning
the Royal Mummies. Do not be put off by ‘part 4’ as this
book is self-contained and stands on its own merits.
Identifying the Royal Mummies is the most definitive
book on the Egyptian Royal Mummies and may now be
purchased direct through the author, Dylan Bickerstaffe’s,
website: www.dylanb.me.uk.
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Join us to the first

Heritage of Egypt Magazine Tour

EXPLORINGTHEROUTEOFTHEEXODUSFROMEGYPT
With: Dylan Bickerstaffe & Amgad Refai
There are many different theories for the route taken
by the Children of Israel when they fled from Egypt,
and it may be fairly said that each sounds as though it
must be ‘the one’… until the next one is encountered!
In examining sites on various 'northern', 'central', and
'southern' routes we shall explore the Eastern Nile
Delta, the Mediterranean coast of Egypt, the
spectacular desert and mountains of the Sinai
Peninsula, the Red Sea coast, and the wonders of
Jordan - including Petra.
We drive to the Giza plateau to view the last great
wonder of the world: the Pyramids. We then see the solar
boat of King Khufu, before entering the Valley Temple of
Khafre and encountering the Great Sphinx, visit the
Egyptian Museum, including the room of the royal
mummies.
Visit Coptic Cairo where the Hanging Church sits
within the Roman fortress of Babylon. A short distance
away we visit the Biblical “On”, stated by Josephus to be
one of the departure points for the Exodus. Known to
the Greeks as Heliopolis, this was the site of the Sun
Temple, and is now dominated by the one remaining
obelisk of King Senusret I. Leaving the district of
Cairo our journey now takes us north into the Wadi
Tumilat where we trace the course of the Sweetwater
Canal – following the ancient waterway east from the
Nile Delta and used by the Ancient Egyptians, to view
Tell er Retaba and Tell el Maskhuta (either of which
might be Pithom or Succoth). This is the ‘central route’
proposed by some for the route of the Exodus.
We travel north along the side of Suez Canal to ancient
Pelusium (perhaps Pihahiroth), which was the
cornerstone of the Egyptian eastern frontier defences
throughout history. Nearby, at Tell el Hebua, the
Egyptian frontier fortress of Tjaru from the time of Seti
I and Ramesses II has been discovered. This, or a nearby

fortress, might be the Migdol (of Exodus 14:1).
Travel southward along the shore of the Gulf of Suez,
the north-westerly extension of the Red Sea, and
pause at Ain Musa (the Well of Moses) which might be
the landfall after crossing the sea nearby, or perhaps
Marah. Proceeding south, the oasis of Elim might be
El Ghandarel. Turning inland we visit the site of
ancient turquoise mines at Maghara, and then the
temple of the cow goddess Hathor at Serabit el
Khadim: perhaps the origins of the Golden Calf.
Tonight we join the local Bedouin and experience the
life of the migrating Israelites as we camp under the
stars.
Driving north along the shore of the Gulf of Aqaba
we break our journey with the short boat trip to visit
the crusader castle on Pharaoh’s Island. Then on to
Taba where we board the ferry taking us to Aqaba,
Jordan
A guided tour takes us past the obelisk tomb, through
the “Siq”, and to the “Treasury”, theatre, and
fantastic tombs around the city centre. Further walks
take us to the ‘Monastery’ and the High Place. We will
also visit the Neolithic Village, the ruins of the
Biblical Edomites and the Fortress of Udrah.
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2009 ƒjÉe

ôjôëàdG ¢ù«FQ áª∏c

AÉª°ùdG ≥aCG ≈a ∂dÉªéH ÆõÑJ âfCG
IÉ«◊G á«dRCG ≈a âæc iòdG ≈◊G (¿ƒJCG) Éj âfCG
¢VQCG πc ¥ƒa ¥öûeh A¤CÓàeh º«¶Yh π«ªL âfCG
º¡à≤∏N iòdG âfCG ,∑ój ™«æ°üH ¢û«©j ⁄É©d
¥öûJ Éªæ«M É«ë«a
,Ö«¨J ÉeóæY äƒÁh
É¡«a ¥öûàd ≈∏©dG äGhÉª°ùdG â≤∏N âfCG
∑ÒZ ÉÄ«°T
k ∑Éæg øμj ⁄ ÚM â©æ°U Ée πc ógÉ°ûàdh
≈◊G (¿ƒJCG) âfCG ∂JQƒ°U ≈a ÉÄ«°†e
k
≈∏Ø°ùdG ⁄É©dG ≈a π«ædG ≥∏îJ âfCG
AÉ°ûJ Éªc ¬H ≈JCÉJ âfCGh
AÉ«MCG öüe πgCG ßØë«d
∂°ùØæH º¡à≤∏N ∂fC’
É©«ªL
k ºgó«°S âfCGh
∂æHG ’EG ∂aô©j ôNBG óMGh ∑Éæg ¢ù«d
∂Jƒbh ∑ó°UÉ≤Ã Éª«∏Y
k ¬à∏©L ó≤d
“¿ƒJÉæNCG ó«°TÉfCG øe äÉØ£à≤e”
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áÁó≤dG ájöüŸG áfÉjódG :ÜÉàμdG º°SG

áÁó≤dG öüe øe á«îjQÉJ äÓé°S :ÜÉàμdG º°SG
ó«à°ùjôH …Ôg ¢ùª«L :∞dDƒŸG
≈Ø£°üe ¿ÉªãY – Oƒªﬁ óªMCG :ºLÎŸG
¬∏dG ÜÉL ≈∏Y ¬∏dG ÜÉL .O :™LGôŸG
ÜÉàμ∏d πHÉæ°S :öTÉædG

á«æjódG ¢Sƒ≤£dGh äƒæ¡μdG -2 äGOƒÑ©ŸG -1
øjódG Qƒf º«∏◊G óÑY .O :∞dDƒŸG
öûædGh áYÉÑ£∏d ≈°übC’G :öTÉædG

¿ô≤dG ‘ QÉKB’G AÉª∏Y º¶YCG øe óMGh ƒg óà«°ùjôH …Ôg ¢ùª«L
á¨∏dG ¢SQO ºK ..1882 ΩÉY ádó«°üdG á°SGQóH ¬JÉ«M CGóH »°VÉŸG
¿CG OGQCG …òdG äÉjöüŸG º∏©H ¬©dh ∞îj ⁄ ¬æμdh ..ájÈ©dG
⁄É©dG ój ≈∏Y òª∏àJh ..ÚdôH ¤EG ôaÉ°S Gòd ..á°VÉØà°SÉH ¬°SQój
.1894 ΩÉY √GQƒàcódG áLQO ≈∏Y π°üMh z¿ÉeQEG{ π«∏÷G
¢Uƒ°üædG Ö«JôJh º«¶æàH ∞∏c 1904 – 1900 ΩGƒYCG ÚHh
10^000 øe ÌcCG ..ÉHhQhCG ∞MÉàÃ IOƒLƒŸG á«Ø«∏ZhÒ¡dG
.á«îjQÉàdG äÓé°ùdG ¬HÉàμd á«°SÉ°SC’G á«æÑdG â∏ãe »àdGh ¢üf
.1906 ΩÉY öûf …òdGh
á«∏°UC’G á«ÑæLC’G áî°ùædG øY ∞∏àîj) äGó∏› á©HQCG øe ÜÉàμdG
≈∏Y ¢ùeÉÿG ó∏éŸG iƒàëj å«M äGó∏› á°ùªN øe ¿ƒμàJ »àdGh
(á©HQC’G AGõLCÓd ±É°ûc
IöSC’G ≈àM ¤hC’G IöSC’G øe ¢Uƒ°üæ∏d ƒgh ∫hC’G ó∏éŸG
öûY á©HÉ°ùdG
GöûY áæeÉãdG IöSC’G ¢Uƒ°üf ÊÉãdG ó∏éŸG
GöûY á©°SÉàdG IöSC’G ¢Uƒ°üf ådÉãdG ó∏éŸG
á°SOÉ°ùdG IöSC’G ¤EG ¿höû©dG IöSC’G øe ¢Uƒ°üf ™HGôdG ó∏éŸG
¿höû©dGh
∂∏e πc ºμM IÎa Ö°ùM É«îjQÉJ
ÉÑ«JôJ
áÑJôe ó∏› πc ¢Uƒ°üf
k
k
.´ƒ°Vƒª∏d É©ÑJ
k ¢Uƒ°üædG âÑJQ IÎa πc πNGOh
áYÉÑW ´ƒÑ£e ..√Gƒàﬁ ‘ áëØ°U ÚØdC’G ¥ƒØj É«Yƒ°Sƒe πª©dG
π¡°S ¬∏©éj …òdGh ™£≤dG ô¨°U §≤a ¬«∏Y Ö«©j ..Ió∏›h IôNÉa
.íØ°üàdG Ö©°U øμd πª◊G
áÁó≤dG ¢Uƒ°üædG øe Òãμd »°SÉ°SCG ™Lôe ƒg áÁó≤dG äÓé°ùdG ¬H âaöT Gòd ..ïjQÉàdGh QÉKB’G »°SQGód áÑàμe …CG ‘ ¬æY ≈æZ ’
.¬Ø«dCÉJ øe ΩÉY áFÉe ó©H á«Hô©dG áÑàμŸG

áfÉjódG øY ÜÉàμH ójóL øe øjódG Qƒf º«∏◊G óÑY QƒàcódG Éæ«∏Y π£j
ájöüŸG äGOƒÑ©ŸG ∫hC’G √AõL ‘ ∫hÉæJ ..áÁó≤dG ájöüŸG
ÜÉHQC’G ôgÉ¶eh á©«ÑW ºK ,»æjódG ôμØdG ájGóH ∫ÓN øe áÁó≤dG
ájöüŸG äGOƒÑ©ŸG ¢SƒeÉb ƒgh ºgC’G Aõ÷G »JCÉj ºK , äGOƒÑ©ŸGh
áÁó≤dG öüe äGOƒÑ©e øe OƒÑ©e πc øY IòÑf º°†j …òdGh áÁó≤dG
.¬∏NGO åëÑdG π¡°ù«d ÉjóéHC
áÑJôe
k
k G ÉÑ«JôJ
øY åjó◊ÉH ºK ÜÉHQC’Gh á¡dB’G ™eÉ› øY åjó◊ÉH ¬∏jP ºK
.öüe ‘ á«ÑæLC’G äGOƒÑ©ŸG
AÉL ,á«æjódG ¢Sƒ≤£dGh äƒæ¡μdG ¢üîj …òdGh ÊÉãdG Aõ÷G
Gõ«ªàe
k
ôFÉ©°ûdGh ¢Sƒ≤£dG ºK ,á«æjódG áeóÿGh áæ¡μdG øY ’
k hCG åjó◊ÉH
ôë°ùdG ºK `á«æjódG ä’ÉØàM’Gh OÉ«YC’G øY åjó◊G ¬«∏j ÚHGô≤dGh
øaódG ôFÉ©°Th §«æëàdG øY åjó◊ÉH ÜÉàμdG ºàNh áÁó≤dG öüe ‘
.áÁó≤dG öüe ‘
√OGóYEÉH πª©dG Gòg πªμj ¿CG øjódG Qƒf º«∏◊G óÑY QƒàcódG iƒæjh
∫hÉæàjh ÚjöüŸG AÉeó≤d »æjódG ôμØdG øY ¬«a çóëàj ådÉK Aõ÷
ÒWÉ°SC’Gh ,ÚjöüŸG AÉeób óæY á«æjódG ÖàμdG øY åjó◊G ¬«a
öüe ‘ ≥∏ÿG äÉjô¶f øY åjó◊ÉH ¬ªààîj ºK .áÁó≤dG ájöüŸG
.áÁó≤dG
ÒN ƒgh ..á«Hô©dG ájôKC’G áÑàμŸG ‘ áª¡e áaÉ°VEG ƒg ÜÉàμdG
»Ñﬁh »°SQGO ™«ª÷ áÁó≤dG ájöüŸG áfÉjódG ≈∏Y ±ô©à∏d π«dO
.áÁó≤dG ájöüŸG QÉKB’G
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